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UNICOL’s service mount range introduces horizontal orientation.
British AV Mount manufacturer, UNICOL, have increased the flexibility of their service mount range
with the release of a new Horizontal Serviceable Cassette Mount (HTS). Following on from the
popular VertiSlide series of service friendly mounts, which allows access to devices without having to
remove the display, customers now have more choice for serviceability when installing their choice
of screen. Ideal for spaces where the area available has restrictions with vertical access due to
furniture, shelving etc.
Designed and tested with integrators, clients and consultants, the SideSlide allows users to tidily, and
comfortably, store their devices behind their wall-mounted screen. With a depth of just 95mm, the
HTS range provides a compact solution that has plenty of room for day-to-day AV equipment whilst
remaining discreetly hidden. When a device needs replacing or upgrading, only one person is
needed, as they only have to separate the equipment tray from the main cassette without removing
the screen. Replacement equipment trays can be prepared separately to provide a swap-out that
takes minutes and thus reduces the screens downtime. Once replaced and closed, the tray can be
locked with its built in barrel lock, keeping all devices securely out of the way.
“Following the success of the VertiSlide range of service mounts, it was important that we developed
the horizontal version to provide customers with the choice and flexibility that we continually strive
to provide,” comments David Jopling, Managing Director of UNICOL.
Specifically designed and manufactured for the user’s choice of screen, the SideSlide is currently
available in two versions (HTS1 & HTS2). Suitable for screens between 46-110” with a maximum
weight capacity of 110kg (product dependant). Provided with built-in cable management as
standard, cabling is kept hidden and tidy regardless of whether the cassette is open or closed.
UNICOL will be showcasing both the VertiSlide and SideSlide in Amsterdam at ISE in February 2020.
For an exclusive preview of the latest products, visit Hall 1 - N115 to see, test and demo a wide range
of mounting solutions. Use code 707137 for free registration when booking your ticket at
www.iseurope.org. For more information on UNICOL and their products, head to www.unicol.com.
-----------------Follow the latest UNICOL updates on Twitter, LinkedIn and at unicol.com/blog.
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